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About:

Yolande Daniels earned her architecture degrees from the City College of New York and from Columbia University, where she is now an assistant professor. Along with firm partner Sunil Bald, she co-founded Studio SUMO in 1997, located in Long Island City, Queens. The firm describes itself on its website as an academic/architecture partnership focused on innovative design involving extensive research, formal exploration, and material invention. Studio Sumo has designed residences, institutions, exhibitions, and installations in the US and Japan. Daniels won the Rome Prize in Architecture from the American Academy in Rome, a travel grant from the NY chapter of the AIA to document slave spaces in Brazil, and has published writings and participated in forums on the politics of space.

Books:


“______________________________” in Negotiated terrains. Nina Rappaport, ed.
Articles: (Selected from 1999 to 2010)


Abstract: Seventh annual selection of talented architects.


Articles listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library unless otherwise noted.

Web Sites:

Feminist Practices - Design Research. A 2011 video of a discussion sponsored by NYC’s Van Alen Institute. Yolande Daniels takes part with SSA professor Catherine Seavitt Nordenson and other women in the field. Their discussion spans the public realm, social systems and technologies of difference, and sea level rise in urban regions [vimeo.com/38244014].

A 2010 video from the Architectural League of New York in which Yolande Daniels and Studio SUMO partner Sunil Bald discuss their firm’s work. [vimeo.com/23871575].

Studio SUMO. [www.studiosumo.com/]
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